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Who am I and What do I do





Let’s Start at the Very Beginning

• Success begins with planning first, recording later
• First step is clear, written goals. Making a record is a big, expensive deal, there 

need to be good reasons to do so.

• Next comes making a budget to achieve those goals

• Then figuring out how to make the income amount or reduce expenses to what 
you can raise. Crowdfunding, more and more the way to move some CDs, 
needs to start now.

• At this point, you’ve determined how much professional or self promotion you 
can afford for both radio and press.

• From there you can begin hiring a team or planning how to do it yourself. With  
no manager, the artist has to helm the team proactively, effectively serving as a 
record company in every way.



Me or Thee – Whether Promoter or Not

Self Promotion Makes Sense If

• You have the time, knowledge, and 
experience to do it

• You have a professional promoter 
for folk radio who’ll help you 

• You’re willing to invest the work to 
make an advantage of DIY through 
personalization

• You have or will make up to date 
snail mail & email lists  for radio

• You have strong name recognition

• Or doing a limited campaign

You probably need a promoter

• If you lack the tools or time to do it

• You lack up to date resources

• You don’t have strong name 
recognition in folk

• You want to reach the broadest 
audience possible



Possible Hybrid Options

• Hire a professional to handle digital promotion only

• Hire a professional to handle printing and CD mailing only

• Hire a professional just to prepare a mailing list for you

• Engage a professional only to promote a digital single

• Obtain professional coaching



Life of a DJ – you have 

less than 3 minutes to 

find a specific song on a 

certain CD on a wall like 

this.

This is why the name of 

the artist and title of the 

album on the spine is 

essential.



Design matters – Optimize for Radio

• CD design can have a tremendous impact on radio airplay. DJs, 
especially on folk radio, need CD designs optimized for their needs, to 
wit

• Easy to read, especially under time pressure

• Artist and album title on the spine

• Track number, title, and duration clearly visible

• Easy to get CD in and out of case

• Not a jewel case – fragile, bulky, expensive to mail





What you need before campaign starts

• WAV and MP3-320 files fully and properly encoded including ISRC’s and 
album cover art

• One sheets

• Track sheets on back of one sheets or a separate track cards

• All album art and liner notes as digital files

• Promo CD mailing list 

• AirPlay Direct, media download (Dropbox or the like), private streamer like 
SoundCloud

• Radio programmer email list

• FolkDJ-L listserv subscription (free)

• NACC Folk Chart subscription via FAI ($50 per month via FAI)



One sheet on the obverse, track sheet on the reverse



Where to Scrape DIY Contact Information

•Snail Mail 

• Many reporters to FAI chart who 

want CDs include their address on 

FolkDJ-L 

• Station websites

• Organizational membership 

directories

• Person to person

•Email
• Most who post to FAI chart on 

FolkDJ-L include theirs’s

• NACC chart subscribers can 
download first name and email

• Conference attendee lists

• Organizational membership 
directories

• Airplay Direct download reports

• Station websites 

• Spinitron



These next two slides show the media download service that I use, MediaFire. DISCO, Dropbox, and 

Google Drive are other methods. My principle is to allow one to download MP3s or WAVs with all 

assets, not both formats.









An example of an unusually well prepared AirPlay 

Direct bio



Having prepared those things…….
• Set the Radio Add Date on a Tuesday, usually three days to a couple of 

weeks ahead of the Friday of public release on DSPs and retail. 

• Build the timeline back from that date. If the radio add date is Sept 28, then 
radio should get digital service on 9/21. The day includes an eblast with 
links, folkDJ-l post with links, folkDJ Facebook post without links plus an 
APD DPK blast goes out.

• Therefore, all digital assets ready and online by 9/20. CDs should be mailed 
so as to arrive no later than 9/21.

• In order to do that, the one-sheet/track sheet or track cards need to printed 
and the mailing list ready by 9/7 so as to be in the mailstream by 9/14.

• CDs should be on hand no later than 9/3

• You can start too early and diminish chart impact but rushing promotion 
never works optimally. 



Once the music is out in the wind

• Those who prepare and thank best do the best. Consistent thanking 
combined with offers of interviews, station IDs, and show liners.

• Tracking, data collection, and thanking begins before the add date most of 
the time

• The sources for tracking data include –
• FolkDJ-L posts and archives

• Spinitron search (free for the most recent 24 hours)

• NACC Folk chart reports spreadsheets (paid)

• APD spreadsheet downloads (paid)

• Individual station or show playlist search

• Google searches

• Direct communication with hosts and, well, listening



Stories keep the campaign going 

(and why publicists are important)
• Keeping up campaign momentum requires not just thanking and interviews but a stream of new stories

• The release of the project itself forms the first story

• Successive stories come largely from chart positions and media stories. Publicists, not radio promoters, generate 

them and are paid well for doing tough work.

• These stories can include:

o Features

o Song premieres

o Reviews

o Video premieres







NACC Folk Chart downloaded spreadsheet of that week’s reports





Spinitron show page



Airplay Direct downloads report





Screenshot of my airplay database from which I export reports to clients





NACC Folk Chart





Key Takeaways

• Preparation and patience create success. Plan and take your time. The 
process fails if you rush.

• Folk and bluegrass radio require a different approach than AAA or 
Americana.

• Work the process to the best of your ability; you can’t control results.

• Make it easy for the DJ in every way

• Encode digital files properly

• Quiet persistence, not pushiness, and resolute consistency

• Appreciation matters in a relationship business. She who thanks best, 
gets the most plays.



Art Menius

art@artmenius.com

+1 919-675-2787

https://artmeniusradio.com

mailto:art@artmenius.com
https://artmeniusradio.com/
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